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Commentary. You purchase the book only one time. I especially urge all of our readers to
participate in the Aero-Electric list and any other lists unique to your project. It is complete,
thorough, and easy to understand. I hope that you will continue with your excellent work.
Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, aeroelectic it a second life. Numerous diagrams
are provided to illustrate the principles being explored. This book will help you understand how
to wire your project so it will perform reliably for a long time. Clearly written, and all the content
you need to prep for wiring your beautiful baby bird. Sample schematics for various application
are included. Over the course of building I have had the experience to read a great deal of
information books, manuals, magazines etc. I would highly recommend their products and
services. AeroElectric Connection, by Bob Nuckolls is the number one resource for the design,
installation, or restoration of an aircraft electrical system. Go buy the book. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. All I would ask is that reprints be published without
modification and properly cited as to source. Many RV builders, even those of us who have
aerodlectric background in electrical stuff, take a deep breath when we contemplate wiring our
RV project. This a living document and is constantly being updated. Appears to assume some
previous electrical knowledge. Over 15, readers in 30 countries. AeroElectric Connection, by
Bob Nuckolls is the number one resource for the design, installation, or restoration of
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secure ebook. AeroElectric Connection is our most highly recommended resource for the initial
design, installation, or restoration of an aircraft electrical system in homebuilt and restored
aircraft. It is complete, thorough, and easy to understand. No home builder or technician
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purchase details and eBook file. If you have a Secure eBook, you will receive a second email
with your eBook viewer and license from licensing ll-safeguard3a. If you do not receive this
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recommended resource for the initial design, installation, or restoration of an aircraft electrical
system in homebuilt and restored aircraft. Sample schematics for various application are
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Bob Nuckolls' "AeroElectric Connection". Thread starter wsimpso1 Start date Oct 16, Help
Support HomeBuiltAirplanes. Log Member. Well, at the recommendation of folks on another
thread, I ordered the above book. Talk about getting all over the topic on making an airplane's
electrics work, this book is great. Yeah, it does not cover Flat Panels and the guy really does
need an editor for little detail flaws, but he covers the topic of electrifying your bird, making it
reliable, making it electrically quiet, and making sure your failure modes are no more than
inconvenient I recommend it. I was all about dual alternators and dual batteries before, but even
more so now that we have low workload schemes for running all of this. Would I want more
from Bob? Yeah, get an Editor! There are so many misplaced or double placed words, it is
distracting and makes understanding some points tough; Wiring modern avionics - there are so
many flat panel displays, both with and without backup batteries, that we could use some
advice on; Design a Double Alternator Double Battery system around Vertical Power, and;
Install of Electric Air Conditioning. Still absorbing all of this stuff Bob focuses more on the
power system than avionics. Ossipee, NH. I started following Bob back in the 's with V5 of his
document. Currently using his Z19 and 24 to wire up my Tailwind rebuild with a Viking Turbo
engine and glass panel. Great info and the forum on Matronics is OK. You need to check that
out as well. I agree with your editor comments, but the price is right And the knowledge
provided with his document and forum discussions is fantastic. Having difficulty finding a
28vDC voltage regulator that also provides reverse current protection for a 60A starter
generator. Any ideas? I surely hope the quality of their product exceeds the quality of their
communication. Marc Zeitlin Exalted Grand Poobah. Install of Electric Air Conditioning. As for
VP, Marc lists all the pitfalls of these. Have to weigh all that for yourself. They are pretty popular
but they don't fit my needs or wants if you're looking for an opinion. Stranding the plane
somewhere away from home base from a VP failure isn't acceptable and has happened to a few
RV guys. Be aware that the engineers who designed the VP mysteriously did it around peak
current values rather than average values so you need to set breaker values somewhat higher
than what would be the norm on devices which have high surge currents- injectors, coils, DC
motors etc. This has bitten a few folks and we posted a SB on our site regarding this aspect a
few years back. This is kind of funny Not quite necroposting, but close. As I have gotten closer
to the whole topic of electricity in my homebuilt and figuring out how to do everything in it, I
have pretty much come to the same conclusions about Vertical Power. VP does seem to be
counter to my needs, and probably to most of us in the homebuilt community too. I have settled
upon Bob Nuckolls' Z architecture, and for all of the reasons stated. As to AC in our little
airplanes, I have several observations. Around , I was at an internal meeting Ford where a
terrific senior technical fellow called the current state of automotive electricity "embarrassing",
pointing out that a tiny TV or hair dryer was capable of overwhelming their power systems.
Since then nominal 14VDC charging systems on everyday cars and trucks have grown from 60
amp to amp and higher. Other changes in support of durable and seamless start-stop operation
is driving the automakers first towards larger more powerful starters and alternators, with
increasing talk of belt driven starter-alternator and starter-generator units. Belt drive and higher
power in a brushless starter-generator to give quiet and quick starts means a lot more steady
state generating capacity once running. And the car business is getting way more comfortable
with large e-machines, having put so many in hybrid powertrains with outstanding reliability.
One other comment on AC. The weak link in automotive AC system durability has always been
sealing the portal for power to cross from FEAD to the compressor. Engine torsional vibration
and the mechanics of belt loads and resonance have always made durable long lived seals on
the input shaft of a compressor a difficult task. While rotating seals are MUCH better than they
were even ten years ago, rotating seals can only hope to approach the long term reliability of
sending power in via electrical connections. Which is what we see in the aftermarket and hot
rod AC systems available right now. Last edited: Jan 16, My observations on alternators is that
there is nothing more reliable than a genuine IR Denso unit. Who would know more about
alternators, Denso who has built tens of millions of units over decades, with billions of hours of

service and field feedback, have huge engineering and testing facilities or a small company
building hundreds per year and putting their own design external regulators on them? Still on
the original compressors and the ac still worked. If they could do that on early '80s designs, I'd
hope that wouldn't be an issue today. Just my experiences playing in this field and working on
these devices professionally for a number of years. The thing I see about AC is the duration of
time you are likely to need it. You need it on the ramp so you and your passengers don't melt
and for taxiing and climb but it becomes unnecessary at altitude and in fact you may be looking
to turn on the heater. So initially it is needed with the engine off and then with the engine at low
power and finally with the engine at max and high power. What a difficult thing to design for? In
the end you may have a amp alternator at altitude not doing much. There simply has to be a
better way. The VP sounds like it is based on a matrix switch. I helped create a telecom product
that used one 20 some years ago. You can do some interesting things with them. I was routing
datastreams instead
how to disassemble an alternator
1978 vw bus engine
bulldog auto starters
of power. It's kind of like the old operator switchboards early s. I have not seen the Nuckolls
book, but I am curious, does this or any other resource provide a simple "electrical system for
dummies" for a modest homebuilt aircraft? By that I mean straightforward examples of systems
that could be adapted to any basic VFR plane? Bob assumes you have a brain. This way we can
have lecture and hands-on plus a few projects in the works. Another is an RV No details yet on
the workshop but if people are interested please PM me or maybe we should start a new thread
so people can input on their interest??? I attended one of Bob's workshops back in 95 and it
was fantastic. Only 4 hours away Might toss it onto the possible pile. You must log in or register
to reply here. Latest posts F. Latest: FinnFlyer 1 minute ago. Hangar Flying. General Auto
Conversion Discussion. Propless ducted fan? Latest: WonderousMountain 21 minutes ago. The
light stuff area. Tube and Fabric. What's up at Bede Aircraft?

